Mirrored Sims Tutorial
How to Make an Object with Glass or Transparency


You will need:
Transmogrifier (Tmog)
	Graphics program with layers, transparency and colour modes
The Sims game


Notes:
Transparency in objects is done using A Sprites. Through A Sprites, you can control the transparency of an object from completely solid to completely invisible. 

This will not be a full object creation tutorial but will focus on adding transparent areas to an object in progress. The rest of the creation process is exactly the same as for any other type of new object. 


Steps:
This tutorial starts during the 'make the graphics' phase of creating an object. As the graphics are being made, you realise that you want something a bit special with this object. A glass table top. A lace ruffle on a tablecloth. A wisp of smoke from a chimney. A hint of steam rising off a hot bath. Mist. Fog. Light rain. Something that's not quite solid to nearly completely see-through. You want transparency in your item. 

The first step is working out exactly what you want and where on the item it will be. 

	If you've already drawn the transparent area into your object, mask the area and copy it, then paste it as a new layer/object. 

If you haven't already drawn it into your item, read through the next step before you do anything more. 


	With your transparent area on another layer, set the layer transparency to around 10% (if possible in your graphics program). Now have a good look at your item. See anything wrong with it? 

Chances are that you've drawn the transparent area as you want the final object to look like, with light lines, pale colours and barely-there graphics. So once you add transparency to that area, it ends up nearly invisible with none of the detail that you likely put time into adding. If you want a fake-transparent object, where the object looks like it has a transparent part but it actually doesn't, then that's fine. But for real transparency in an object, you need to keep in mind that things like glass, lace, mist and steam look the way they do because they're transparent, so starting off with them in the tones, shades and colours that you want in the end will make them look unrealistic. 


	There are two ways to get the look that you want with real transparency. 

If you have the transparent part already made, you can adjust the tone, colour and transparency until you get the result you want. Keep the object transparent while you adjust it, so you can see the final look. The graphic will be doing most of the work, this way, rather than the A Sprite. This isn't always bad, it can be good if you're more confident with your graphics than you are with masking or working with transparency.

The other way is to mask the area that you want transparent, then create a new layer and paint it with a single intense version of the colour that you want your final object to have a hint of. In general:
	Pure white to light grey for steam or mist (fog mist, not rainy mist)
	Bright aqua to bright aqua with a hint of blue for mist (rainy mist, not fog mist)
	Light grey or darker for denser fog
	Pure white, light grey, light brown-grey to deep grey for different types of smoke
	Bright aqua, dark green, dark brown or dark grey for 'standard' glass
	Glass comes in a wide range of colours, choose the deepest, most intense shade of your wanted colour
	For lace, start with the actual colour you want the lace. Lace is handled slightly differently.


If you use the second method, when you've painted the whole masked area, check the results by making the object transparent to the percentage that you want it to have. If you're not happy with the look, adjust the colour.
	If you wish to add any texture to the transparent parts, like swirls in smoke or fog, or shadows/highlights to glass objects, add them in now. 

For sheets of glass, remember that they have darker edges and the back edge should be visible due to the glass's transparency, if that part of the glass is visible in your object. The shadowed side of the glass will also be darker than the front edge. 

	With your transparent area transparent, have a good look at your object and consider what you should be able to see versus what you can see right now. Transparent parts of objects take up the same space as non-transparent parts, but you can see through them. If you should be able to see another part of the object through the transparent part, make sure that you can see it.

This is particularly obvious with glass tabletops or glass shelves with brackets underneath, but something like a lace ruffle around a table or a bit of steam rising from a heated bath might also need an extra step to look right.

To check, make a note of the transparency percentage that you have set for your transparent item, then set the transparency back to 0. This is what your graphic will actually look like. If part of your transparent item covers part of your item that is not meant to be transparent (like the back leg of a table seen through a glass tabletop or shelf brackets), then go to step 6. Otherwise, skip to step 10.  


	Mask your transparent item, then hide it from sight and switch to your main graphic. Study the masked area. If there should be part of your object in that area, make sure it's there. If it's not, add it in now. When you're done, keep anything in the masked area that should be visible through the transparent part masked and remove the mask from everywhere else. The masked area should now contain only the part of your object that will be 'behind' the transparent part. 


	Make your transparent object visible again and solid. Duplicate (or copy/paste) it, then make it transparent to the percentage that you noted in step 6. Make sure it's positioned exactly where it should be, then 'Clip to Mask' - or invert the mask and erase the rest of the object around the part you need. If you invert it to erase around it, leave the mask inverted. If you didn't need to invert the mask, invert it now. It needs to be masking everything but your new transparent piece.  


	'Merge' (or 'Flatten' or 'Combine') your object's main graphic with your new transparent piece. It may look a bit odd right now, but it will look right in the final object. Don't remove the mask.


	Copy your original transparent piece (at 0 transparency) as a backup, and then 'Clip to Mask', or invert the mask and erase it. You should end up with a transparent piece that fits perfectly with the part that's combined with the object graphic. 


	Keeping your transparent piece at 0 transparency, 'Merge'/'Flatten'/'Combine' it with your object's main graphic. It will look weird but that's fine. If it's okay, you can delete the original transparent piece now.


	Repeat steps 02 to 11 for each of your object's graphics.


	Copy and paste each of your graphics into their corresponding P Sprite, then finish off all of the usual steps to complete the P Sprites. Save them but don't close them. 


	If you exported your items graphics originally with just one channel, you'll need to do another export at this point. You need one of the 'All Channels' export options, as you need to be able to alter the object's A Sprites.


	Make the Z Sprites as you would make them for any object and then save and close them. 


	For the A Sprites, begin the same as for any object by masking the yellow background in each of the P Sprites and copying it, then pasting the background into the corresponding A Sprite. Mask the pasted background object (now grey) then delete it, leaving the mask in place. 


	In each A Sprite, paint over the masked area in solid black. Invert the mask then paint over the new masked area in solid white. Do not remove the mask when you're done.


	Back in a P Sprite, with the mask still covering the background from when you copied it, invert the mask so only the object's graphic is covered. Copy and paste it into the corresponding A Sprite. Match the object to the existing mask so it's in the right place. 


	Remove the mask where the object needs to be solid. Include any parts where the transparent area is in front of a solid area. The only parts that should stay masked are the parts that are entirely transparent.


	A Sprites are in 'Greyscale', which is divided into pure black, pure white and 253 shades of grey. Each shade is called a 'Level'. Pure black is 100% transparent; pure white is 0% transparent; 2.55 levels equals 1% transparency. Back in step 6, you made a note of the amount of transparency your object requires. Multiply that percentage by 2.55. The result is the level of grey you need to fill the masked area in your A Sprite (to the closest whole number). Make sure you fill it on the A Sprite and not on your pasted object. 

If you want different levels of transparency for different parts of your object, use your pasted object to mask off each area and paint with the level of grey you want for each part. 


	When you're done, delete the pasted object, remove any mask and save the A Sprite.


	Repeat steps 18 to 21 for each A Sprite. 


	Back in Tmog, import the object's sprites into the object, then have a look at it. Double-check that the transparent areas are where they should be and that all of the solid areas that should have some of the transparent part in front of them look right. If there are any problems, go back to your sprites and sort them out. 


	From there, you finish off the item as you would any other item and then close Tmog and open your game to test it out in the Sim world. 


Congratulations, you have made an object with transparency! 

